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Enhance patient care and outcomes by adding a fully integrated telemedicine platform for your organization and connected care partners.
ImageTrend Telehealth™ enables your on-scene providers to easily consult with a medical professional directly within their ImageTrend
Elite™ documentation workflow.
Integrated into Elite
Telehealth is integrated with Elite and ET3-ready, so there is no disruption to your
workflow. Take advantage of Elite’s Preset Values and Visibility Rules to automatically
display a button to start a Telehealth call. It’s as simple as a tap within the ePCR for a
straightforward and secure experience.
• No workflow disruption or additional technology needed
• Share data directly from ePCR in a secure platform
• Review incidents in CQI and analyze usage with ImageTrend Report Writer™
Get Connected & Manage Teams
When starting a Telehealth call, the on-scene medical crew can choose online teams for the
first available provider or selectively connect to the online provider of their choice.
Your agency can configure the list of teams and providers for different specialties or areas
of responsibility. Telehealth can be used for ET3, Community Health or 911 calls to include
the right expertise for each situation.
Physician Portal and Documentation
Consulting physicians access Telehealth through a web portal that allows them to set
up their users and teams in addition to answering calls. Call notification settings, on
call status, and multiple options for answering calls, can all be configured by users
within the portal making it simple and easy to setup and use. Leveraging the flexibility
of Elite allows physicians to document their virtual patient visits with forms configured
just for them. This also allows for the ability for EMS to transfer patient data directly to
the physician for review.
For more information contact
ask@imagetrend.com
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Patient-level benefits

Provider-level benefits

• Quick access to care
• Increase understanding of
care options and delivery
• Enhance patient experience
at lower cost

• Real-time consultation with
remote medical
professionals
• Improve patient outcomes
• Enhance population health

System-level benefits

• Strengthen healthcare
system integration
• Reduce hospital and EMS
operating costs
• Revenue stream
diversification

Patient-centric Documentation
The continuum of care often spans 911 emergency calls as well as non-emergent transport and out-of-hospital care. For agencies that
provide those services, Elite is the premiere solution for patient-centric data collection, sharing and reporting – and it integrates seamlessly
with Telehealth and ImageTrend Elite Community Health™ making the documentation of patient care easy with better data flow. Import
data from CAD systems or perform patient lookups in the field to speed documentation, send ePCRs electronically to hospitals and receive
outcome data, and export to billing for faster revenue recovery.
It’s all part of patient-centric care for prehospital and MIH-enabled agencies.
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Join us at our annual
Connect User Conference!
Connect with industry leaders and peers nationwide.
More information: www.ImageTrend.com/Connect
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